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there are three main units in use in abaqus. atomic units are defined by m, u, k, s, and c. process
units are defined by h, m, d, s, and c. symbolic units are units of measurement, used by the user

to define his/her tasks. these units of measurement include inches, centimetres, metres, feet,
yards, days, years, seconds, minutes, hours, seconds, and days. these capabilities allow users to
set up a digital filter for a mesh, component, or “loose” structure. a digital filter can be set up to

convert any result associated with a given element, component, or loose structure into a per-
component property. these filters can be used to highlight components, set their properties,

create a mesh out of them, use them to define other mesh elements, create other components
based on the original component, set the current component's material properties, or to collapse
elements. the following digital filters are currently available for all mesh, component, and loose

structures in abaqus: all abaqus disciplines deliver superior design with richer qualities, and more
at lower cost. to date, the work of many disciplines and several levels of integration have been

developed and incorporated into the cae. as the product evolves, a range of new technologies are
being developed to push our understanding and capabilities in new areas. we have an array of

disciplines that can describe processes, mechanics, thermal and fluidic fields, and a wide range of
materials. we are able to simulate in 3d without resorting to simplifications to get results quickly.

simulation comes before design, and that is the promise, we deliver,
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